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Captain GSring, Dr. Gobbels, Herr Rosenberg and other persons
who occupied important positions either in Herr Hitler \s Government
or in his Party Organization or in both at once. According to this
other doctrine—in which National Socialism appeared to outsiders
to be speaking its true mind more frankly—the Gorman nation had a
special and overriding right, in virtue of its superiority of race, to
take to itself as much of the Earth's surface as it might judge to be
necessary for its own national development, without consideration
of who the existing owners and occupiers might be; and these pro-
fessedly necessary and legitimate acquisitions could only be made by
force if they were to be made at all, since the range of Germany's
expansion here envisaged went far beyond the redemption of the
German terre irredente, and it was only these German lost sheep who
could be expected, even by National Socialists, to Hock into the fold
of 'the Third Reich' without coercion. This larger'and more bellicose
version of the National-Socialist programme was particularly taken
to heart by the Government of the Soviet Union.1
In the last resort, 'the Third Reich' and its foreign policy (what-
ever this might eventually prove to be) were matters of concern to
the whole living generation of Mankind throughout the World; for,
under a previous regime, the German nation had already demon-
strated in recent times—from 1871 to 1918—that it was a strong
enough force to affect the whole life of the Great Society profoundly,
for good or for evil. Under the now defunct Hohenxollern regime,
Germany had inflicted vast suffering upon her neighbours and had
brought still greater suffering upon herself; and to outside observers
it appeared that 'Prussianism' had played this disastrous part in
the World's history because it had partially succumbed to that false
doctrine—the pagan worship of a parochial community—which was
now being espoused wholeheartedly, and without reservations, by
the 'post-Prussianistic3 pagan faith of National Socialism. While
* PrussianismJ had been an amalgam of half-heartedly avowed Machia-
vellianism with the ancient common tradition of Western Christen-
dom, National Socialism was, or set out to be, an unalloyed and
enthusiastic 'totalitarian' embodiment of the ideal of Tribalism; and
a fervent repudiation of everything in the Christian tradition that
was incompatible with tribe-worship was an article of faith and a
point of honour with Adolf Hitler and his followers. Thus, in the
revolution through which the National-Socialist Party became the
ruling power in Germany, a creed which had been formulated acade-
nucally by Machiavelli and applied discreetly by Frederick the Great
1 For the effect on the Soviet Government's policy see pp. 174-83 below.

